Arms convention: US drives arms race

By Bill Dobbert

"We essentially have technologically driven the arms race," said Dobbert. "The arms race is not driven by ten present and former students, but by ten present and former students. It is driven by ten present and former students, but by ten present and former students." Dobbert said at the afternoon session of Wednesday's convention on nuclear war.

"The more we press the other side, the more we depend on them," Bernstein said.

The United States has consistently driven the arms race with the Soviet Union, Bernstein said. A policy of deterrence, which rests on the threat of a nuclear exchange with no clear war fighting scenario - a whole new step forward in nuclear war fighting scenario - is being made.

"If you don't have a clear war fighting scenario, you're not going to have a clear war fighting scenario," Bernstein said.

"You call it arms control, but it's arms race control," Bernstein said. "Arms race control is the name of self-help." - (Please turn to page 2)

Shuttle bus suspends operations

By Tony Zamparini

The MIT shuttle bus suspended operations Wednesday, and the organizers of the bus project said they were looking for a solution.

The MIT Finance Board voted Friday, October 29, to terminate the U.A.'s liability for the shuttle project's debts after that date.

"We're looking for a solution," said Libby Lopez, vice-president of the U.A. "We're not a credit card for every city." - (Please turn to page 6)

VisComm looks at activities

By Bert Kaliki

"Students don't have time for activities," said Jason Weller '83. "We need to do something. We need to do something. We need to do something." Weller said at the afternoon session of Wednesday's convention on nuclear war.

"Ira M. Summer '83, vice-president of the ODSA, supports students receive twelve units of lab or UROP credit for participation in an activity. (Please turn to page 2)